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everyone (all ages)

124,760
people are shot every year

children and teens (ages 0-19)

17,207
children and teens are shot every year

Fatalities

Gun Injuries

Fatalities

Gun Injuries

35,141

89,620

2,737

14,470

people die from
gun violence

people survive
gun injuries

kids & teens die
from gun violence

kids and teens
survive gun injuries

12,246

66,673

1,606

11,386
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in an attack

murdered

injured
in an attack

21,637

3,926

958

278

die from suicide

survive a
suicide attempt

die from suicide

survive a
suicide attempt

500

17,737

110

2,732

killed
unintentionally

shot
unintentionally

killed
unintentionally

shot
unintentionally

479

1,284

26

74

killed by legal
intervention

shot by legal
intervention

killed by legal
intervention

shot by legal
intervention

279

36

die but intent
was unknown

die but intent
was unknown

497
women killed by
husband or male
dating partner*
The Brady Center averaged the most recent five years of complete data from death certificates (2012-2016) available
via CDC’s National Center for Injury Prevention and Control’s Web-based Injury Statistics Query and Reporting System,
www.cdc.gov/injury/wisqars/index.html. Data retrieved 1.22.18 and 7.12.18 respectively. For each column total, the sum is
based on rounding of CDC averages for each category of fatality and/or gun injury.
*This number is a 5-year average derived from Violence Policy Center’s “When Men Murder Women” analysis of FBI
Homicide data, 2011-2015.
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GUN DEATHS EVERY YEAR

THERE ARE TOO MANY VICTIMS OF GUN VIOLENCE.
AS A NATION, WE HAVE HAD #ENOUGH

GUN DEATHS EVERY DAY

THERE ARE TOO MANY VICTIMS OF GUN VIOLENCE.
AS A NATION, WE HAVE HAD #ENOUGH
EVERY DAY ON AVERAGE
everyone (all ages)

children and teens (ages 0-19)

342

47

people are shot every day

children and teens are shot every day

Fatalities

Gun Injuries

Fatalities

96*

246

7

39

people die from
gun violence

people survive
gun injuries

kids and teens die
from gun violence

kids and teens
survive gun injuries

34

183

4

31

murdered

injured
in an attack

murdered

injured
in an attack

59

11

3

1

die from suicide

survive a
suicide attempt

die from suicide

survived a
suicide attempt

1

49

killed
unintentionally

shot
unintentionally

killed
unintentionally

1

4

killed by legal
intervention

shot by legal
intervention

1

Gun Injuries

7
shot
unintentionally

1
died but intent
was unknown

The Brady Center averaged the most recent five years of complete data from death certificates (2012-2016) available
via CDC’s National Center for Injury Prevention and Control’s Web-based Injury Statistics Query and Reporting System,
www.cdc.gov/injury/wisqars/index.html. Data retrieved 1.22.18 and 7.12.18 respectively. For each column total, the sum is
based on rounding of CDC averages for each category of fatality and/or gun injury.
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